
Miscellany
THE GREAT AMERICAN FRAUD.

Nostrum Advertisements in the Religious Press—A Deserved
Arraignment of Corruption in High Places.

From time to time we have made reference in these columns
to the abuses which have existed and still exist in regard to
the class of advertisements carried by religious journals. In
last week's issue of Collier's Weekly the subject is treated at
length by Samuel Hopkins Adams in his latest article on the
Great American Fraud.

"Religious journalism," Mr. Adams says, "props one
corner of the tottering Great American Fraud. Lend
a quack or swindling 'patent-medicine' vender the coun¬
tenance of the church, and he is a made man. Peruna
and Duffy's Malt Whisky will spend freely, even extrava¬
gantly, to get endorsements from the clergy; mostly
on the strength of the churchly title. 'Father John's' face, ex¬
ploited shamelessly on the boardings which display the dubious
virtues of 'Father John's Medicine,' capitalizes the protesting
but defenseless Roman Catholic priesthood for the profits of
chicanery. It is worth double his rentals for the scoun¬

drelly Richie, D.D., with his 'drug-habit cure,' of concealed
morphin, to head his correspondence 'Presbyterian Building,
New York City,' and when the Board of Home Missions, which
controls the building, discovered the real nature of his busi¬
ness and promptly turned him out, he lost a valuable asset.
For Dr. J. W. Blosser of Atlanta to decorate his quack
catarrh advertisements (principally in the religious press)
with the ornament 'Rev.' means thousands of dollars of added
revenue. What did that prosperous medical rascal and fraud,
Dr. W. O. Coffee of Des Moines, do when he found that Collier's
was looking into his 'blindness and deafness cure' fake? Dis¬
played an endorsement from the pastor of his church as a
¡danket defense. Religious backing, of whatever kind, inspires
confidence; and the only religious backing that is openly on

the market is religious journalism."
CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE.

In the effort to be fair The Journal has recently1 given
credit to those religious papers who either do not lend their
pages to the exploitation of fraudulent nostrums or who are

honestly striving to eradicate such as they have already con¬
tracted for. Mr. Adams gives a much larger list and com¬
ments as follows:
"It must not be inferred, however, that all the prints which

serve God in their editorial pages serve Mammon in their ad¬
vertisements. There are journals, like the Unitarian Christian
Register, the Universalist Leader, the New York Christian Ad¬
vocate (Methodist), the Nashville Christian Advocate (Meth¬
odist), the Los Angeles Tidings (Roman Catholic), the Amer¬
ican Hebrew and Jewish Messenger, the Record of Christian
Work, the Christian Herald, the Religious Telescope (United
Brethren), the American Friend, and Forward, which 'touch
not the unclean thing.' Others there are, such as the New
York Churchman (Episcopalian), the Southern (Atlanta)
Presbyterian, the Interior (Presbyterian), and the Epworth
Herald (Methodist), which, with an honest intention and a
general policy of decency in advertising, occasionally, throughinadvertence, admit fraudulent or dangerous 'patent medicines'
to their columns."

CAVEAT EMPTOR!
One of the stock defenses of the religious journals that ad¬

vertise nostrums, is, that they refuse, yearly, thousands of dol¬
lars' worth of advertising because of its objectionableness.
"Loud and clear in this choral offering rises the voice of theChristian Endeavor World. The Christian Endeavor World,

as the 'official representative of the Christian Endeavor move¬ment,' displays, as its editorial motto, 'Continuing the GoldenRule.' That is very good so far as it goes. But, after study¬ing its medical columns, I would suggest as a second motto, tobe printed above its advertisements, the warning, Caveat emp¬ier! For the intending purchaser may well beware in readingthe man-traps which constitute so large a part of the ChristianEndeavor World's patronage. Clippings from a few issues,taken haphazard, show, in the line of medical advertising!eight obvious swindles, five dangerous quackeries, and sevenpromised 'cures' for diseases which are incurable by medicine.
1. The Journal, July G. 1907, page 53.

í. (S'Continuing the Golden Rule!' Is this continuing the
Golden Rule, to invite the unsuspecting sufferer to cure his
own rheumatism by pasting a bit of sticking plaster, sur-
named 'Magic Foot Drafts,' on the bottom of his feet, in the
hope of 'drawing out the uric acid' by a species of mysterioussuction ? Or to lure him deeper into the slough of the drug habitby involving him in the toils of the Dr. J. L. Stephens' mor-phin cure, which consists in giving him, in secret form, all the
morphin he craves? Or to point him to the den of that arch
faker of optical malpractice, Oren Oneal? Or to deliver him
to the tender mercies of Dr. Bye, of cancer ill-fame, or of the
remarkably Reverend Blosser, or of Gauss the 'catarrh special¬
ist'? Is it doing unto others as you would have them do unto
you, to combine with the swindler Kilmer in the vending of
his 'Swamp Root,' or with the bunco artist Cheney in dis¬
tributing his 'Hall's Catarrh Cure' with its fake $100 reward
for any case it can not cure? Does the responsible publisher
of the Christian Endeavor World really believe that 'crooked
spines can be made straight' by mail? And that F. W. Park-
hurst, 'the well-known publisher of Boston,' having 'nothing tosell,' yearns to impart to the public, free of charge, his 'cure'
for neuralgia and rheumatism? 'Continuing the Golden Rule,'indeed! Continuing the Golden Brick!"

MAKING A VIRTUE OF NECESSITY.
The rejected advertising spoken of is as a rule merely of

those products that are either outspokenly alcoholic in con¬
tent or such as have been so thoroughly exposed through the
press that the publishers dare not accept their advertisements.
Says Collier's:
"The rejections are too often formal and literal, rather thanbased on any principle. The Duffy's Malt Whisky concern(whose product is both a fake medicine and a poor whisky)told me that they were constantly appealed to by church

papers to advertise under the name of 'Duffy's Malt' or
'Duffy's Malt Remedy.' 'So long as you use the word whisky,'
say the pious-minded publishers, 'we can not, of course, admit
you to our columns.' That the preparation, with murderous
mendacity, claims to cure tuberculosis and pneumonia makes
no difference to their eagerness for a share of its earnings.The reek of blood itself will not revolt them, but the smell of
alcohol sends their hands up in holy horror. Thus a fine old
blended quackery like Peruna will be refused, on the groundthat it is a known intoxicant, by religious editors who acceptreadily enough medical lures to the enslavements of morphin,
or even the claims of preparations for the producing of
abortion."

EDITORIALS FOR SALE.
Even the editorial columns of some of these journals are

open to the purveyor of nostrums.
"The Christian Century of Chicago formerly performed this

service for its patrons, Oren Oneal and P. Chester Madison,through the pen of its editor, Charles A. Young, but eitherthrough a change of heart or a change of editor (both, I sus¬
pect) it has forsworn such practices and now comes out with
a definite announcement that no suspicious or fraudulent ad¬
vertising will be admitted to its columns, a pronunciamentowhich its recent issues certainly bear out, so far as medicaladvertising goes. That so radical a change of policy shouldhave been put in force is indicative of the recent awakeningin religious journalistic circles.
" The 'editorial puff' market is not depleted, however. For

any who wish to buy, the Rev. C. H. Forney, D.D., LL.D.,editor of the Church advocate of Harrisburg, Pa., is on thebargain counter. 'Organ of the Churches of God' the Church
Advocate terms itself. Among other assorted rascalities, itpublishes the advertisement of Dr. W. O. Smith, 'Specialist,'who deals in 'free medical advice by mail.'" 'Dr. Smith,' proclaims the advertisement. Tías adopteda method by which he can diagnose chronic diseases and suc¬cessfully treat them at a distance. Dr. Smith has discov¬ered a Positive, Radical, and Safe cure for all forms ofNervous, Chronic, and Special Diseases, such as Weakness in
the Back and Limbs, General Debility, Impotence, Lack ofConfidence. Nervousness, Langour (sic), Confusion of Ideas,Palpitntion of the Heart. Timidity. Trembling of the Limbs,Dimness of Sisht or Giddiness: Diseases of the Throat, Head.Nose, Stomnch. Liver, and Kidneys: Skin Diseases of AllKinds: Blood Poison, Nervous and Vital Weakness, Catarrh,Rheumatism, Dropsy, Asthma. Chronic Bronchitis; Diseasesof Women and all Chronic, Lingering Complaints of Both
Sexes. Take one Candid Thought before it is too late. A
Week or Month may' place your case beyond the Reach ofHope.'
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"No intelligent person can read that advertisement without
knowing that Dr. W. 0. Smith, 'Specialist,' is a charlatan of
the most malignant description. But it is not for the intel¬
ligent, but for the suffering and hopeful ignoramus that Dr.
Smith's bunco game is prepared. And here, in the Church
Advocate's editorial columns—editorial, mind you—we behold
the Rev. C. H. Forney, D.D., LL.D., acting as 'barker' for the
quack.
" 'The use of electricity in therapeutics is of comparatively

(sic) recent origin, and its value is not generally known to¬
day, yet in its application to medicine and surgery it has
been found to be of special efficacy. The variety of diseases
for which it may be employed with the best results is indi¬
cated in the advertisement of Dr. W. 0. Smith, which may
be found on another page. As Dr. Smith is a well-known
specialist in this line of his profession, a worthy and reliable
gentleman, we take pleasure in recommending him to our
readers. You run no risk whatever in consulting him.'
"The Richmond Religious Herald, which is filled with quack¬

ery of all kinds, willingly prints as reading matter, in exact
imitation of a legitimate paragraph, exploitations of Dr. D.
M. Bye's cancer 'cure,' and of VitavOre. For thus deceiving
its own subscribers it receives an extra rate from the charla¬
tans."

EXCUSES THAT DO NOT EXCUSE.

As an excuse for its delinquencies "the Baptist Watchman
of Boston publishes a defense of patent-medicine advertising
which embodies certain of the arguments furnished in the
canned editorials' sent out by the Proprietary Association of
America. 'There are many medicines and much medical
practice which ought to be condemned,' writes the editor, 'and
the Watchman will not knowingly approve or aid either in
any way whatever. There are also many proprietary medi¬
cines which are simply physicians' prescriptions or methodä
which have proved successful in private practice, and which
are advertised simply to give them a wider usefulness. The
Watchman rejects advertisements all the time of those things
which may reasonably be objected to.'
"An excellent platform if lived up to. But the Watchman

is jam-full of advertisements of both kinds: the legitimate
proprietary remedies and the arrant shams—mostly the latter.
Is there no reasonable objection in the mind of Edmund F.
Merriam, editor of the Watchman, to Piso's Consumption
Cure, which, under the Pure Food Law, has been forced to
change its name on the labels (though not in its advertising)
because its claim to cure consumption is baldly fraudulent?
Is not Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, with its enslaving
morphin, a patent medicine which 'may reasonably be objected
to'? Will Editor Merriam explain by what phenomenon of
logic or elasticity of ethics he accepts the lucubrations of Dr.
Bye, or Oren Oneal, of Liquozone, of Aetina, that marvelous,
two-ended mechanical appliance which 'cures' deafness at one
terminus and blindness at the other, and all with a little oil
of mustard, and of Mrs. M. Summers of Notre Dame, 111., who
in print yearns to impart to suffering humanity a sure cure
for rheumatism, kidney troubles, and women's diseases, but
who, in a composite photograph, would exhibit a full beard
and a bass voice, and answer to the description of Vanderhoof
& Co., patent-medicine fakers? Finally, has the Watchman's
editor noted, by any chance, that Dr. Farrar of Boston, one of
those leeches who claim to cure rupture 'without the knife or

pain,' embodies this significant sentence in his advertisement
in the Watchman's columns: 'Inquire of Publisher of this
paper'. If this does not mean that the Watchman's editorial
endorsement is thrown in as a bonus when a quack purchases
advertising space, then what does it mean ? On the other
hand, be it said to the paper's credit, its editorials fly in the
face of its patent-medicine patrons by advocating a law 're¬
quiring the full formula on all proprietary 'remedies.'"

THE MOTE AND THE BEAM.
The human tendency to magnify the mote in our neighbor's

eye and totally overlook the beam in our own, is beautifully
exemplified in some editorial writings in the religious press.
"For example, the Gospel Advocate of Nashville, Tenn., is

quite sure," says Mr. Adams, "that the country is approaching
ruin through cigarettes; and it further opines that 'the use
of the organ in worship is a growing sin in our churches.' I
have heard some pretty bad organists myself, but if I edited
the Gospel Advocate I should clean up my pages a little be¬
fore setting out to save my fellows from going to perdition via
the music route. As a start, the editor might throw out his
cancer cures, Vitae-Ore, Mrs. Summers (the bearded lady of
Notre Dame), Winslow's Soothing Syrup, the Reverend Blos-
srr. and the quack Dr. Hathaway. Later, he might continue

the good work by casting out the various lesser chicaneries
which dubiously decorate his paper, at the end of which
house-cleaning he could, with a better grace, tackle the body-
destroying cigarette and the soul-destroying pipe organ.
"To the sensitive spirits of the Baltimore and Richmond

Christian Advocate it is a lamentable thing that terrified
Italians, during an earthquake, should have fallen on their
knees and prayed to the saints. An editorial on this topic is
headed 'Roman Catholic Superstition.' What kind of super¬stition is it which the Christian Advocate incites in its read¬
ers when it points them to A. I. M. (Acid Iron Mineral),
purporting to be a cure for anything from eczema to snake¬
bite, with a special claim as a remedy against bleeding to
death? Winslow's Soothing Syrup, Vitœ-Ore, the Kellam
Cancer Hospital, the Jackson 'free' rheumatism cure, and Dr.
J. W. Blosser of catarrh-cure fame, who is sometimes a Rev.
Dr. and sometimes a medical doctor, and at all times a fraud,
also appear as appellants to the particular type of supersti¬tion which the editor of the Advocate fosters. Though not a
Roman Catholic, I should much rather appeal for help to a
saint in the event of earthquake than to Kellam or Blosser
in case of cancer or catarrh.
" 'Dr. Buckley has done the Christian public a vast service

in his exposures of Christian Science,' approves G. C. Rankin,
D.D., editor of the Texas Christian Advocate, writing of Dr.
J. M. Buckley of the New York Christian Advocate.. This is
all very well for Dr. Rankin; Christian Science does not ad¬
vertise in Dr. Rankin's publication, therefore that politic per¬
son can commend attacks on it with a free heart. But Dr.
Buckley, in the New York Christian Advocate, has for years
been waging a relentless war not only on Christian Science,
but also on the fraud medicines and 'sure cures' which do
advertise in Dr. Rankin's journal. Does Dr. Rankin exhibit
any irrepressible enthusiasm over this phase of his brother
laborer's energetic work? Not so far as has appeared. Mas¬
terly silence has been the keystone of his strategic policy in
this respect. And with sound reason, for if one cuts out from
any single issue of Dr. Rankin's Texas Christian Advocate
all the foul, indecent, dangerous, and mendacious paid matter,
the remnant resembles a pattern for a broad-mesh mosquito
netting. Cancer quacks, dropsy quacks, private disease quacks,
all find equally hospitable refuge, at so much per line, in Dr.
Rankin's columns. One enterprising person attains the height
of absurdity by advertising, under the self-bestowed title of
'The Texas Wonder,' to cure all kidney and rheumatic troubles
by mail for $1. Another advertisement (which most
daily papers throw into the waste basket) comes near the
depth of degradation in exploiting 'Man Medicine.' Since this
reverend gentleman so admires Dr. Buckley, I would respect¬
fully suggest that he make a careful study of that militant
editor's advertising pages ; for therefrom he will learn, vastly
to his surprise, very likely, that it is possible for one of his
own faith and church to publish a religious journal, and a
successful religious journal, whose advertising pages are
clean, honest, and independent of a dollar's aid from any
exponent of the Great American Fraud."

THE UNDENOMINATIONAL PRESS

After dealing specifically with the denominational press,
Mr. Adams turns his attention to the undenominational press,
which he claims does not shine by comparison.
"The Christian Work and Evangelist prints the lures of

Sproule, Mrs. M. Summers of Notre Dame, Dr. Bye, Piso's
Consumption Cure and Winslow's Soothing Syrup, those twin
'dopes,' and Alice A. Wetmove, who has discovered a 'perfecthome cure' for heart disease. The Ram's Horn excludes from
its pages 'everybody and everything that we believe might
abuse the confidence of our readers.' What a singularly
touching trust is that of the Ram's Horn in its advertising
patrons, when, to go no farther, it implicitly expresses its
confidence in the thieving Dr. Coffee of Des Moines, and in
Oxydonor. which modestly promises to cure not only all nerv¬
ous complications, but such simple ailments as pneumonia
and locomotor ataxia! The list might be indefinitely pro¬
longed, extending from publications which will print any¬thing in which there is a dollar to those which exclude openquacks and dangerous medicines, but accept the comparatively
harmless but essentially mendacious claims of such proprie¬
taries as Cuticura Soap and Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets."
The article as a whole is a serious indictment of the relig¬

ious press, but an indictment, we regret to say, which is
deserved. There are several "telling" illustrations, which add
immensely to the effectiveness of the article but to which we
regret we can not give space.
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Right to Practice Taken from Two Advertising Quacks.
The Missouri State Board of Health has shown a singular

lack of appreciation of the claims of Drs. Bye and Johnson,
the notorious cancer specialists. These enterprising gentle¬
men after long years of study of the cancer problem (it is
said that the preparation of Dr. Johnson's book on cancer took
the patient work of two weeks, with the aid of a modern ad¬
vertising agency) had endeavored to put before the public the
results of their work, but the board, in a manner as heart¬
less as that in which these men misled and bled their victims,
has decided that such scientific effort is unprofessional ad¬
vertising and has revoked their licenses. From the Indepen¬
dent (Kansas City), August 3, we take some of the details.
In the trial of Dr. Johnson, who proved to be a young man,

although he was said to have "devoted long years to a study
of cancer," a beautifully prepared pamphlet, entitled "Cancer
and Its Cure," was introduced in evidence, with such choice
bits marked as these :

"In this little volume I wish to tell the true story
of a wonderful cure for cancer in all its forms."
"The correct principle of my treatment is recognized

by all schools of medicine. My Mild Combination
Treatment eliminates the deadly cancer poison."
"Warts, moles and scars develop into cancer."
"My method of treatment is indorsed by many ca¬

pable surgeons and physicians."
"It is easy to be treated at home and treated suc¬

cessfully by my method. You have but to fill out
symptom blank which I furnish you and return it."

This philanthropic method received the most cruel treatment
from the prosecution before the board, affidavits being intro¬
duced to show that these statements were inaccurate and
tended to mislead the public, thereby making it possible for
Johnson to practice deception on many ignorant but afflicted
persons and that his treatment has no standing whatever. The
Independent gives the following account of part of the exam¬
ination :

Like a flash the lawyers dipped into "Doctor" Johnson's life,
proved that his "long years of study" consisted of short courses at
poor schools, and that his "great work" was written in "two or
three weeks" with the aid of an advertising firm. Dr. Lutz, of the
board, took charge of the witness for a while and tore his medical
pretensions to pieces in a manner that really elicited pity from
those around. Dr. Lutz proved that Johnson knew absolutely
nothing about cancers at all ; that he couldn't even tell the differ¬
ence between cancer and a common ulcer—that he was a fake of
the first water.
Shortly before the noon adjournment the board members asked

him if be would have any objection to telling what his "Mild Com¬
bination Treatment" consisted of, and appointed Dr. J. D. Griffith

• as a committee of one to receive the information.
When Dr. Griffith took the stand after luncheon he stated that

Johnson had shown him some ordinary salves and pastes, mostly
zinc preparations, such as everybody used for ulcers and sores, and
that when asked if that was all his ".Mild Combination Treatment"
consisted of, answered that he had a "secret salve" he would show.
Dr. Frank J. Hall's affidavit was then read. Dr. Hall is pro¬

fessor of pathology in the University of Kansas, and what his
affidavit did to Johnson comes under the head of cruelty to animals.
He branded his statements as falsehoods, and his claims as being
of a "character that tends to mislead and deceive the public, to
wrongfully impose on the fears, weakness or ignorance of the sick
and credulous, and to defraud the people by false and impossibleclaims in regard to the treatment of disease."
Dr. Herman E. Pearse, a physician and surgeon known all over

the West, took the stand for the state, and looking Johnson square
in the eyes, said "Johnson's statements are lies, and he knows that
they are lies."
Dr. Johnson's lawyer put in the plea that "every- advance

in the truth had been met by opposition," but the board
seemed determined to follow the precedents of other inquisitors
and ignored the fact that scientific investigation had been
accelerated and modified by modern business methods. Doubt¬
less many of the long years of investigation were spent in a

previous existence and the remarkable Dr. Johnson has come
to this earth with some quickened powers which enable him
to escape the limitations of ordinary mortals.
Evidently Dr. Bye is a member of a large family in Kansas

City and Indianapolis, as was shown up by Samuel Hopkins
Adams in his great American fraud articles. The father and
three sons have devoted themselves with religious unction and
commendable zeal to the accumulation of fortunes by the
"Combination Oil Treatment" of cancer. The father is re¬

puted to be a good man; he is said to run a church at his own

expense. When arraigned before the board Dr. Bye was not
permitted by his attorney to testify, but the board proceeded
to quote his pamphlet and on the accusation of making false
claims took away his license.
Dr. Bye, like Dr. Johnson, would seem to have discovered

the fountain of perpetual youth, for arduous labor? and the
anxiety attendant on treating thousands of cases of cancer
have not aged him, nor have the miseries of his helpless vic¬
tims depressed his spirits. The Independent thus describes his
appearance:
Instead of a gray-headed old man, worn out with laboratory toil,eyes dimmed by poring over huge tomes, there bounced forward a

young chap of 25 or 30. goggle-eyed, smooth faced, in no wise differ¬ing from scores of other young chaps except for a look of cold-.blooded craft.

According to the "American Medical Directory," both I've
and Johnson Avere graduated in 1897 from Bennett Medical Col¬
lege, Chicago, an eclectic institution. According to Folk's
directory, in the same year, 1897, they graduated from the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology, al¬
though just what this institution is, or where it is located, we
do not know. The Missouri State Board of Health is to be con¬
gratulated on what it has done in this particular case. We
understand that there are other advertising quacks in Mis¬
souri whose cases have been investigated by the board.

The Stria Vascularis.—In describing the origin of the cells
found in the deeper layer of the stria vascularis, George E.
Shambaugh, in the Archives of Otology, June, 1907, says that
the blood vessels of the stria are placed directly beneath the
surface layer of epithelium and as soon as formed are envel¬
oped in protoplasmic processes from the surface layer. In
addition, the cells immediately around the blood vessels are
clearly derived from the surface layer of epithelium. The
cells found in the deeper layer, therefore, are in part epithelial
and in part connective tissue. He believes we are justified in
assuming that the stria vascularis represents true vascular
epithelium.

Medical Economics
THIS DEPARTMENT EMBODIES THE SUBJECTS OF ORGANI¬

ZATION. CONTRACT PRACTICE, INSURANCE FEES,
MEDICAL LEGISLATION, ETC.

Organization Bulletin in Utah.
The first number of the Physician's Bulletin, published by

the Third Councilor District Society of Utah, contains the
registration provisions of the new medical practice act of
Utah, announcements of the next meeting of the society and
a large number of organization notes. The summer meetingof the society will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, August
13 and 14. Following the meeting, fishing and camping
parties, made up of members and their families, will visit
the southern lakes of Utah and the Grand Canyon of the Colo¬
rado. Dr. Frederick Clift of Provo, councilor for the district
and .president of the society, is the editor of the bulletin.

Iowa Law Amended.
The May number of the Iowa Health Bulletin contains the

text of the amendment to the Iowa practice act empoweringthe State Board of Medical Examiners to revoke the license
of any physician in the state "who is not of good moral char¬
acter or who solicits professional patronage by agents, or who
profits by the acts of those representing themselves to be his
agents, or who is guilty of fraudulent representations as to
his skill and ability, or who is guilty of gross unprofessional
conduct or incompetency or for habitual intoxication or the
drug habit, or if the certificate has been granted on false and
fraudulent statements as to graduation or length of practice."
The amendment also makes provision for the manner of re¬
voking the license and provides that the physician shall have
an opportunity to appear for a hearing, in person or by coun¬
sel. If he fails to appear the board is authorized to revoke
his certificate. If he appears, the board may receive and con¬
sider affidavits and oral statements bearing on the case. If
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